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(THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A STANDALONE

NOVEL)*********************************************Great Christian mystery! By Ryan Hoffman on

January 22, 20165.0 out of 5 stars By Nan on April 8, 2016"Every single one holds your interest ,

with a mixture of suspense, good police work, and great

characters."****************************************** ONE OF THEIR OWN An officer is missing and

Jason and Vanessa must discover what happened to their colleague before it's too late. This case is

filled with secrets, some between partners, some inside the department, and Jason finds himself in

the middle. He's trying to sort it all out and not screw up, because people he cares about are

counting on him, and he can't let them down. Even if he has to take out ONE OF THEIR

OWN.*********************************************************************THE FIRST 10 JASON BOOKS

IN ONE SET- *AN OVER $14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M

****************************************Get a FREE copy of the ebookâ€œWHEREâ€™S MY

SON?â€•Detective Jason Strong #1Visit this
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I chose this book because I wanted a Detective Novel that was clean of the vulgarity that we so

often encounter. The price was right to try this author before ordering a more expensive one and

finding I did not like the style of writing. But I didn't have to worry. This book, although the sixth in a

series, of which I had read none, I had no problem with following the story. It held my interest and

from the time I opened it, I did not put it down until I was through. It introduced believable

characters, and not so many that you are floundering all over the place, trying to remember who is

who. I will certainly read more from this author. Thank you Mr. Dalglsh for such a wonderful relaxing

evening!

Another entry in a Christian based detective series. It's a police procedural story, without having too

much violence, sex scenes, and swearing. There are also more emphasis on family values. One of

There Own, is a good title for this book in the series, in the plot a fellow officer is kidnaped, on her

way from work stopping at her house. She gets really go for a run and is abducted, and later left for

dead and dies in the hospital because of the ordeal, her team members including the protagonist,

Detective Jason Strong go after her killer, and its a twist ending who the killer is. This character is

one who's been some of the series. But all of these characters in this series so far, aren't just

character's from a police procedural type cop show. They are real people crafted in a way that you

can relate to them, and even there family lives are displayed thought the book,



Det. Nina Jefferson's car was in the shop so her partner, Frank Menendez, dropped her off at her

home after a long day of work. They worked for the Homicide Division at the San Antonio Police

Department. As she collapsed on the couch she phoned her friend, Det. Strong. Even though they

worked in the same division their cases and schedules didn't give them much time for visiting.

However, there was something she wanted to discuss with Jason so they made arrangements to

meet for breakfast the next morning.When Nina didn't show up for breakfast, Jason assumed

something came up. After his second cup of coffee he phoned her and left a message saying he

would see her at work. But Nina never made it to work. Frank mentioned she was supposed to get

her car from the shop that morning, but a phone call proved she had not done so.Nina was missing,

and no one had heard from her. It was time to check out her house. When Det. Strong and his

partner, Vanessa Layne, searched the house, Jason called his boss and had a CSI team sent out:

they had found evidence of a struggle and what appeared to be blood.So one officer, Det. Nina

Jefferson is missing, and as the story unfolds it is suggested that another one may be responsible.

Who would want to hurt Nina? And why?There is a massive search for the missing detective. Nina

was a good cop, and Jason is determined to find her. He is equally determined to find the person

responsible for this situation. But he has a problem: a lot of what he knows is something he cannot

share with ANYONE - not even his partner. It's hard keeping her out of the loop.The big question is

whether or not Nina will be found in time to save her life. There was blood in the apartment, but not

a lot. Still, there was a struggle, and her phone and keys were left behind. Clearly she didn't leave

on her own. (The door was also unlocked.) So has she been hurt? Killed? What? Until she is found

no one will have the answers.Once again I will have to say these stories are terrific! I have

thoroughly enjoyed all of them (1-6) to date.It has been a while since I read the last story, but that is

not a problem with this series because each story stands alone. You can read one story without

ever having read anotherSure, some of the characters are in more than one story: Nina has been in

a couple of previous stories. But the stories themselves are not carried from one book to the next.

(Well, maybe a pregnancy is carried over, but that's a minor side detail. I can overlook something

like that. And to be honest, it has been so long since I read the last book I can't remember if Det.

Strong's wife was pregnant or not. I think she might have been, but then again maybe that was

another book I read.)

Police officers have partners but most also have families and personal concerns. This kind of felt

like the relationships on the TV show, "The Heat of the Night" ". While the book's police department

was larger, they shared a loyalty to the badge and to each other. In such a scenario, it was



horrifying when one of their own disappeared, with evidence of foul play and it began to be apparent

that one of their own might be involved. This was especially painful to the few aware of the details,

circumstantial and otherwise. They did not want to believe, they wanted to be careful, the suspicions

were kept to a very few and not shared with others, loose talk and speculation could ruin a good

cops career or put a bad cop on notice. The book was strong, taut and emotional, without graphic

details.
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